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THE FORUM ROMANUM 

News from the University of Dallas Eugene Constantin Rome Campus at Due Santi 

Why Rome Matters 

Dr. Wayne Ambler, Former UD Rome Director and Associate  
Professor of  the Herbst Program of  Humanities for Engineering, 

University of  Colorado at Boulder 

The question posed is “Why Rome Matters?” Well, 

“Buccatini alla Gricia” is one good response, beauti-

ful rooftop gardens is another, and gelato and cheap 

wine would turn up often if we were to take a survey. 

But without quarreling with any of these points, or 

with the many true and beautiful things said about 

Rome as the center of the Church, the key place for 

the encounter between classical and Christian civili-

zations, and the seat of an impressive republic and 

long-lived empire, I would add that studying Rome 

offers an unrivaled opportunity to reflect on the fra-

gility of one of even the most powerful civilizations. 

Embracing this opportunity just might help us appre-

ciate the blessings of our own political order and – no 

easier and no less important – think about what might 

enrich and extend its life. 

  

It is hard to believe, especially as one walks among 

the piles of rocks known as the Roman Forum, that 

Rome once was truly beautiful, truly monumental. 

Many of its most impressive temples, villas, aque-

ducts, basilicas, fountains, theaters, amphitheaters, 

altars, and roads have now been in ruins for a thou-

sand years or longer, and a vast share of what the an-

cients built went up in smoke, both literally and fig-

uratively. After a thousand years of imposing her will, 

her order, and her peace, Rome fell; and with her fall, 

everything changed, not only what she built. 

  

At her peak the population of ancient Rome was over 

1,000,000.  Several centuries after her fall, her popu-

lation dropped to perhaps 35,000. That’s a mere 3.5% 

of what it had been, and the population did not reach  

its previous level until after World War II! This sim-

ple statistic may serve as a guide to other changes less 

easily quantified. What happened to sanitation, life 

expectancy, education, trade and travel over vast dis-

tances, literature, and civil order? Scholars now speak 

more often of “Late Antiquity” than of the “Dark Ag-

es,” but few would choose to live in the almost aban-

doned Rome of the 9th century over the impressive 

Rome of the 2nd. 

 

Viewed from the perspective of our ordinary lives, the 

political and social changes of a decade may seem not 

to matter much. A few bumps in the stock market, a 

change in power from one party to another, a new 

electronic device to tinker with. But the Fall of Rome 

is a reminder of a change on another order of magni-

tude, a change with consequences for the entire civi-

lized world, ones with direct and powerful effects that 

would last for a thousand years and more. But that 

decisive fall was itself an effect of other causes, some 

of which surely seemed insignificant at the time. 

  

Every visitor to Rome should be struck powerfully by 

the ultimate fragility of all things human, by ancient 

Rome’s impressive successes against this back-

ground, and by the demanding intellectual challenge 

of thinking about our own political order. 

 

How do the little changes we see each year or decade 

relate to the larger question of what is needed to se-

cure such civilizations as may be worthy of the name 

and protect them as long as possible. Or do we think 

such successes can be taken for granted? 
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Catherine of  Siena:  
If  you are what you should be... 

Sister Catherine Joseph Droste, O.C., 
Visiting Assistant Professor of  Theology 

Above the Porta Camollia of Siena, one finds the 

city’s motto, Cor magis tibi Saena pandit. For hun-

dreds of years Siena has opened her heart and her 

gates to all, including many of the UD Rome students 

who travel to this beautiful walled Tuscan city, listed 

as a UNESCO world heritage site.  

 

A true native of Siena, Catherine Benincasa, St. Cath-

erine of Siena, opened her heart wider than the gates 

of the city, to Christ and to the world.   

 

In 1999, Pope John Paul II declared St. Catherine, St. 

Brigid of Sweden, and St. Teresa Benedicta of the 

Cross (Edith Stein) co-patronesses of Europe. At that 

time he spoke of the sanctity or holiness of all the 

saints who serve as models of “the possibility of new 

life in Christ.” The Pope added that the Church’s can-

onized saints are “towering peaks,” witnessing to all 

Christians of the end of holiness to which each of us 

is called. 

 

Unfortunately, towering peaks can be daunting, and 

as such, Catherine of Siena might be compared to the 

heights of Mount Everest. After all, Catherine is not 

only a saint, co-patroness of Europe, and co-patroness 

of Italy with St. Francis of Assisi; she is also one of 

only three women doctors of the Church. 

Why these titles for a gutsy, uneducated, and basical-

ly illiterate young woman of Siena who died at the 

age of thirty-three – a young woman living in a time 

when women were of little consequence to the 

Church or to society?  

 

Some attribute Catherine’s holiness to her extraordi-

nary spiritual experiences, a few of which include the 

following: 

- at the age of 6 she had a vision of Christ, who, 

dressed in papal robes and seated on a 

throne, reached out his hand and blessed her; 

- at the age of 7 she made a private vow of vir-

ginity; 

- she bore the stigmata, the wounds of Christ’s 

passion; 

- her book, the Dialogue, is a translation of a 

dialogue she had in prayer with God the Fa-

ther; 

 

Others attribute Catherine’s fame to her public activi-

ties: 

- the role she played in encouraging Pope Grego-

ry XI to return the papacy to Rome, after 

several popes, over the course of almost sev-

enty years, had resided in Avignon, France;  

- her ability to reconcile warring families and city 

states of medieval Italy;  

- her almost 400 extant letters (dictated to secre-

taries), the recipients of which include Popes 

and Cardinals, as well as kings and queens, 

and local rulers of Medieval Italy. 

 

Though all of the above merit attention, none captures 

the key to Catherine’s holiness, the inspiration under-

lying her every word and action. I would suggest not 

one, but two keys to understanding Catherine, both of 

which not only unlock the mystery of Catherine in her 

own times, but also make evident Catherine’s im-

portance for Christians in the twenty-first century, 

including UD students.  

 

The first is Catherine’s unwavering grasp of her rela-

tionship to God – not merely to God as creator, but to 

a God whom Catherine claimed was “madly in love” 

with the creature He had made. Catherine understood 

her “creaturliness,” her “nothingness,” not as a reason  

 

—continued on page 3 
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Sister Catherine Joseph with Fall 2012 Students  
Catherine Guilbeau and Katherine Curran 
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—continued from page 2 

 

for discouragement but rather as a mysterious weak-

ness which drew its Creator to focus, not on the 

weakness but rather on the beauty He had created. He 

was “mad and drunk with love” to the point of send-

ing his only Son to redeem humanity by taking on our 

human nature.  

 

Today, when new attacks on human life arise daily, 

Catherine’s teaching on the dignity of man and wom-

an offers instruction and great hope. She teaches us 

not only to acknowledge, but to accept our reality as a 

creature. This radical attitude towards God’s un-

quenchable love for man earned Catherine the title, 

“Saint of our Humanity.” 

 

The second key to Catherine’s holiness is her indefat-

igable love for the Church. This was no naïve love, 

ignoring both the attacks on the Church from without 

and the sinfulness within of her own members. The 

Church of the 14th century actually bears many simi-

larities to the Church of our own day: a Church rid-

dled with scandals and crises, including those among 

the hierarchy.  

 

Catherine faced the errors head-on, rebuking the 

Church’s sinful members whether they were her 

friends and family, or Cardinals and Popes. But Cath-

erine went beyond this. She steadfastly defended 

Christ’s “pure and spotless” bride, offering her own 

life as she prayed: 

O eternal God, receive the sacrifice of my life in 

this mystical body of holy Church.  I have noth-

ing to give except what you have given me. 

Therefore, take my heart and squeeze it over the 

face of this Spouse. 

 

This love for Christ and for His Church and ac-

ceptance of God’s infinite love for his creature, these 

are the keys to Catherine’s holiness — and to our 

own.  

 

Interested in making a donation to the 
University of Dallas  

Rome Program? 
 

Every contribution helps enrich the Rome experience 
of over 200 UD students each year. 

 
Please visit  

http://udallas.edu/offices/advancement/wheretogive/
rome.html  

or call 972-721-5148 for more information. 
 

Thank you for your generosity as we continue to  
provide this essential component of the UD education! 

UD students have been eating well for years on the 

Rome Campus.  That tradition continues under the 

leadership of Antonino Tripodi (“Nino”) and Annun-

ciata Brancato (“Nuccia”) since they took over the 

Mensa service last year.  Nino is a man of new ideas 

and engaging conversation who is forever busy with 

culinary experiments, such as his recently served 

short pasta (“penne”) with ham and newly harvested 

green grapes bathed in a rich cream sauce.   Over 

time he has also offered up many memorable servings 

of spaghetti alla carbonara, along with his unusually 

delicious selection of bean side-dishes and casseroles.  

Nino’s complement in the kitchen and in life, his wife 

Nuccia, comes from a family of pastry chefs going 

back several generations.  Her chocolate cake 

(Sachertorte) and dessert tarts (crostate) are, as is to 

be expected, excellent. Nuccia and Nino have recently 

been joined in the kitchen by their son Fulvio, making 

this a family business in the best of Italian tradition.  

Fortunately, some of the veterans from the old cafete-

ria service has also stayed on, including Luciana, Na-

dia and Rosaria.   

In the Kitchen with 
Nino and Nuccia 

Nino and Nuccia in the kitchen cooking up Italian specialties 
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All Romers are acquainted with the church of Santo 

Stefano in Assisi. A humble hut composed of dark red 

bricks forming a single nave, it bears a quiet simplici-

ty worthy of Francis himself. Monsignor (now Bish-

op) Conley celebrated Mass for my class there in the 

Spring of 2003, as he did for many others. I recall 

standing in the back right corner as he praised the 

poetic beauty of both Francis' life and the church in 

which we prayed. 

 

We are rarely granted the privilege of returning to our 

past in any way other than by means of memories and 

pictures. As my semester came to a close, I had an 

intuition, however vague, that my path would eventu-

ally wind its way back to Rome. I never imagined, 

though, that such a return would place me on the oth-

er side of the Santo Stefano altar as a priest. I did not 

suspect that I would ever enjoy the Greece trip denied 

to my class nine years ago, nor that I would find my-

self in a position to share new and unforgettable expe-

riences in the same places but with new faces as a 

chaplain. 

 

Confronting the great ideas and masterpieces of West-

ern culture with every class and excursion, I 

UD Rome Alumnus 
Returns as Priest, 

Servant, and Savant 

Father Thomas Esposito, O.C, 
Assistant Chaplain and  

UD Rome Student Spring 2003 

perceived in my Rome semester the same inspiration 

Rilke channelled while admiring the Apollo Torso: 

"You must change your life!" During my sojourn as a 

student, I fell in love with the splendor and universal 

character of the Church. The priesthood, once a nag-

ging call I preferred to ignore, became attractive for 

perhaps the first time as I trod and tripped over cob-

blestones while church-hopping around the Eternal 

City. Along with our chaplain Monsignor Conley, I 

was grateful for the presence of Fr. David Toups, a 

young and joyful priest finishing his doctorate at the 

time. He accompanied us on our 10-day to Sicily, 

celebrating Mass overlooking the beach several times, 

and invited me to spend a few days in Assisi at the 

end of the semester. I also remember Fr. Mark Byrne, 

SOLT, who delivered a splendid homily in Subiaco 

urging us to abandon our studies on Sundays. We 

eagerly embraced his exhortation as an easy penance! 

 

After graduating from UD in 2005, I jumped across 

Highway 114 and entered the Cistercian Abbey of 

Our Lady of Dallas with another Spring 2003 Romer, 

Michael Strong. In 2008, my Abbot sent me to Rome 

to study Scripture. For the first three years of this 

monastic Roman holiday, my contact with UD was 

minimal; a brother unable to celebrate Mass makes a 

poor chaplain, however zealous he may be! Soon after 

my priestly ordination in August of 2011, though, I 

received an email from Monsignor Fucinaro, the cur-

rent chaplain, asking if I would be free to join the Fall 

2011 Romers on their upcoming Greece trip. My sis-

ter's wedding prevented me from accepting the invita-

tion, but I responded with a plea punctuated by excla-

mation marks, prayers and supplications (surely ex-

cessive), begging him to grant me any and every op-

portunity to put my sacerdotal energies to UD use. 

 

The good Monsignor has since graciously offered me 

many chances to be of service, appointing me as the 

travel chaplain several times this year and asking me 

to help at both men’s and women’s retreats. Voyages 

to Florence, Assisi, and Venice have allowed me to 

recolor faded memories of those places and relive 

certain glorious shenanigans, but the Greece trip this 

Spring enabled me to fill a gap left open during my 

semester. Back in 2003, Dr. Hatlie deemed a trip to 

Greece imprudent in light of the Iraq war, and I 

yearned patiently for the moment in which I could sail 

past Ithaca and run on the Olympian track. Never did 

I surmise that the UD chaplaincy would be my free 

ticket to Greece nine years later! Joining the same Dr. 

Hatlie as well as classmate Ryan Reedy, now vice-

director of the program, I carried my jealous Spring 

2003 classmates in spirit as I mounted the Areopagus 

and recited St. Paul's speech in Acts 17 on the spot 

where he delivered it.  

 

 

—continued on page 5 
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Spring 2012 Romers Rachel Daly, Gretchen Mock, Michael Ball, 
and Christian Walker receive the Sacrament of Confirmation with 

Monsignor Thomas Fucinaro, Father Thomas Esposito, Father 

Luke Millette, Bishop James Conley, Deacon Derrick Oliveira, and 
Father David Brown at St. Peter’s Basilica 
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It is an indescribable privilege to celebrate Mass for 

the Romers and mingle with them as a chaplain. My 

interaction with the students and faculty has been 

without doubt the greatest blessing of my first months 

as a priest. I seize with glee and gratitude every op-

portunity to escape the dungeon of doctoral studies 

and dive into the graced whirlwind of the Rome se-

mester. I know exactly how transformative a period 

the Rome semester can be for students; it is an equal-

ly formative time for me as a young priest to travel,  

pray, and laugh with fellow Romers only a few years 

younger than I. Most consoling as well is the fact that 

I will see many of them again in Dallas; at some 

point, my Abbot will judge that I have enjoyed 

enough Greece trips and summon me home, perhaps 

to teach at UD Irving! 

 

Memories of Monsignor Conley's Mass at Santo 

Stefano came flooding back when I entered the 

church for the first time since I walked in as Bryan 

Esposito, the student. Now Fr. Thomas, I spoke in my 

homily of the church as a "thin place," a singular spot 

in which the distance between God and man is palpa-

bly thinner than in other locations. From the vantage 

point of both student and chaplain, I realize that the 

entire Rome program has been, and will continue to 

be, a thin place for those blessed to participate in it. 

Accompanying the students along such an intensely 

graced path is a unique blessing which I in no way 

deserve. But I gratefully accept it, praying that the 

Romers will note the joy this alumnus takes in his life 

as a priest and monk, and grow to know and love 

Christ more deeply as a result. I just hope my Abbot 

never sees those photos from Greece of the dancing 

monk on the bus...  

Father Thomas Esposito celebrates a commanding victory for the 

Faculty & Staff team in the relay race in Olympia 

They Came, They Saw and They Supported! 

 

This is the essence of a recent visit to Rome by a se-

lect group of UD’s current Board of Trustees.  The 

Trustee’s Trip took place on June 5th-11th, 2011 and 

included—besides an ambitious program of local site-

seeing and official meetings—a full-day’s visit to the 

UD Rome campus.  Participants on the trip included 

the Board of Trustees’ Chairman Francis P. Hubach, 

Jr. and his wife Julie, Walter Adams, David and Sher-

ry Gruber, Joe and Kathy Murphy, Patty Stark, and 

Mary Templeton.  Also attending the event were UD 

President Thomas Keefe and his wife Suzanne, along 

with UD’s Executive Vice President Robert Galecke 

and his wife Jacqueline. 

 

As they said their final arrivaderci  to the Eternal 

City and UD Rome, the Trustees pledged their finan-

cial support for some much-needed improvements on 

Rome campus.  First in line were improvements to the 

Capp Bar, an area popular with students and staff 

which had not received a face-life for nearly twenty 

years. 

 

The new and improved Capp Bar was inaugurated on 

July 4th, 2012.  The major changes are new bar furni-

ture, the addition of a foosball table, the installation 

of a large wide-screen television, improved stereo 

equipment and the replacement of old chairs and 

couches.  The Capp Bar now explodes with new col-

or, too:  red, white and baby blue dominate the color 

scheme, replacing the brown, grey and black of the 

distant past. 

The Trustees Rome 
Trip and Campus 

Renovations 

Fall 2012 students Garrett Gustafson, Ben Gibbs, and Nathan 
Nwaeze enjoy the new Capp Bar improvements 
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Early Christian Rome owed a great debt to the Em-

peror Constantine for his support of the Church and 

its activities.  Besides legalizing Christianity, Con-

stantine was also a generous patron of church archi-

tecture.  One of his first acts as a Christian Emperor 

was to commission St. Peter’s Basilica, a grand edi-

fice that would endure for more than a thousand years 

before being replaced by today’s magnificent Ba-

roque church.  The Emperor’s building program for 

Christian Rome was equally ambitious on the other 

side of the Tiber, particularly in the neighborhood 

surrounding another of his foundations—the Basilica 

of St. John Lateran.  More than at St. Peter’s, this is 

the area that best preserved his legacy as a Christian 

and patron in the centuries to come. 

 

UD Rome’s People and Places of the European Past 

class regularly visits this interesting neighborhood.  

Although the original Basilica of St. John’s has been 

completely replaced by a later church, other buildings 

still preserve a tangible memory of Constantine’s 

contribution to Early Christian Rome.  These include 

such remarkable sites as the Basilica of the Holy 

Cross in Jerusalem (with its revered collection of holy 

relics); the Scala Sancta (preserving the Tyrian steps 

of Pontius Pilate’s tribunal); and the Lateran Baptist-

ery (the oldest Roman building of its kind).  Besides 

these hallmark sites, there is also the wonderful 

Church of Santi Quattro Coronati  (“The Saintly 

Crowned Ones”). 

 

Quattro Coronti is today housed within a small con-

vent that has hosted Augustinian nuns since the 16th 

century.  Its origins go back to a house-church of the 

4th century that grew in size and wealth to become 

one of Rome’s most impressive churches, with a nave 

that was reportedly a near football-field in length.  

After a sack by Norman troops in 1084, the site brief-

ly lay in ruins until Pope Paschal II (1099-1118) re-

built it.  This and subsequent work during the 12th-

14th centuries not only restored the original church but 

also transformed Quattro Coronati into a large and 

well-appointed fortified residence, suitable for hous-

ing dignitaries from the church as well as select reli-

gious orders.  

 

Among the new features of this complex was an im-

pressive chapel dedicated to Pope Sylvester (314-35).   

Completed in the mid-13th century, this elegant and 

beautifully painted chapel recounts one of the most 

cherished and yet contested traditions of Middle Ag-

es: the so-called Donation of Constantine.  To visit 

the chapel, one need only ring the cloister’s doorbell 

(located off the second courtyard) and make a small 

donation to the nuns living there.   

 

There is something dreamlike about stepping into the 

Chapel of St. Sylvester for the first time.  Human 

speech seems out of place within the intense and 

somehow busy silence of this space.  In fact, the 

chapel’s lively, colorful and engaging Medieval fres-

co panels—eleven in all—create sufficient language 

and narrative of their own for the visitor.  Those pan-

els recount the story of Constantine’s affliction with 

an incurable illness; his later miraculous cure via the 

intercession of Ss. Peter and Paul and his baptism by 

Sylvester; and his concession of the imperial tiara to 

Sylvester as an act of political empowerment.  These 

frescoes tell a similar story to that which the great 

High-Renaissance artist Raphael and his assistants 

would paint in the Vatican Palace some 250 years 

later.  Yet the two works are different from one anoth-

er in heart and soul.  Whereas the Raphael frescoes 

reflect the contested spirit of their times by being de-

fiant and almost bombastic in their depiction of the 

Donation, the St. Sylvester frescoes exude quiet con-

fidence.  This confidence originated in the Medieval 

belief that the Donation was a sure case of God’s con-

tinuing revelation to His people rather than, as the 

Renaissance had discovered, a mere Medieval forgery 

and legend. 

 

Outside of the dreamy stillness of Quattro Coronati 

the traffic roars past the facades of another thousand 

or so churches, many of them Baroque with their 

loudly trumpeting angels inside and out.  The Medie-

val has largely gone underground in Rome, with the 

exception of this poignant site. 

Next Time You’re  
in Rome:  

The Church of  Santi  
Quattro Coronati 

Fresco Panel from 13th century Chapel of St. Sylvester, showing 
Constantine giving his imperial tiara to Sylvester 
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Rome Assistant Sara Ambler tries to learn  
the trade secrets of espresso at Sant’Eustachio 

A True Cup of  Rome 

Sara Ambler, Rome Assistant 
Fall 2011-Spring 2013 

It is no secret that Italians like their coffee. Whether it 

is a cappuccino to start off the day or a café’ lungo to 

ward off the post-lunch slump, sipping good coffee is 

integral to Italian life, as is finding a great place to get 

it. Though numerous cafes line the streets of Rome, 

Sant’Eustachio and Tazza D’Oro rise above the rest, 

which begs the question: which bar reigns supreme? 

Few can agree on an answer, so I took it upon myself 

to settle the issue with a simple taste-test.  

 

It was a sunny afternoon in early summer when I car-

ried out my experiment. My first stop was Tazza 

D’Oro, just a few steps northeast of the Pantheon. 

Spacious compared to most establishments in Rome, 

Tazza D’Oro has a décor typical of Italian bars and 

restaurants, with mirror-lined walls framing the stain-

less steel espresso machines and a couple out-of-place 

posters seemingly from Mussolini’s reign. 

 

While the barista was making my coffee, I noticed the 

tazzina (espresso cup) was kept in hot water until the 

shot was pulled. This technique slows the cooling 

process of the coffee, so that, even after stirring in a 

packet of sugar, the espresso is hot—the way espresso 

should be! Though it took just a minute to drink the 

espresso, the taste was rich and smooth with a pleas-

antly sweet taste that lingered in my mouth. 

 

But alas, there is no rest for the taste-testers. With a 

“Grazie mille” (“Many thanks”) and an 

“Arrivederci” (“Good-bye”) I set out for Sant’Eusta-

chio, which is a short, one-minute walk west, towards 

Piazza Navona. At first glance, the bar appears to be 

like all other Roman bars:  tables tottering on wobbly 

cobblestones out front, coffee machines adorning the  

café’s long silver counter, and a unexceptional sign 

hanging over its doorway. 

 

However, two important details make Sant’Eustachio 

unique. First, there are no sugar packets. If you want 

sugar, as I did, the barista adds it to the coffee for 

you, knowing the perfect amount, apparently better 

than you do.  Second, both coffee machines face away 

from the customer, and each is equipped with 

“blinders” that serve to block the customer’s view of 

the entire coffee making process. This curiosity en-

sures that Sant’ Eustachio’s secrets are kept safe. The 

customer only hears the clinking of cups and spoons 

and smells the aroma of fresh coffee grounds. 

 

I have to admit, I like the mystery. Sant’Eustachio’s 

final product was a beautiful tazzina of espresso light-

er in color than that of Tazza D’Oro and adorned with 

a frothy top. With a quick stir, the espresso was ready 

to be sipped. Its taste was rich, which balanced nicely 

with the coffee’s light texture. Though it is easy for 

espresso to be harsh and acerbic, Sant’Eustachio’s 

skill is such that its coffee is just the opposite—sweet 

and soothing.  

 

Though both coffees were exquisite, Sant’Eustachio 

wins the taste-test. The mystery and smooth flavor of 

its coffee overshadow Tazza D’Oro’s bold espresso. 

But take my opinion with a grain of sugar. It is now 

up to you to enjoy some Roman espresso and decide 

for yourself which coffee you like best. 

 

To find your way there, follow virtual coffee smells 

to http://www.tazzadorocoffeeshop.com/ and http://

www.santeustachioilcaffe.it/. 

THE FORUM ROMANUM 

UD Rome Campus at Due Santi: 
Mr. Ryan Reedy - Editor 
 Dr. Peter Hatlie - Editor Spring 2012 students Gunter Barber, Ivanna Bond, Justin Blan, CJ 

Davies, and Michael Ball enjoy some gelato 
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The Harvest 

Dr. Andrew Osborn, Associate Professor of  English 

 τιμὰς σὺ μὴ σύντεμνε τὰς ἐμὰς λόγῳ 
 Do not cut short my honor with your words 

 —Aeschylus, Eumenides 

 

We were bad surgeons about it to be sure. 

We had no feel for where to find among 

the twining green that stem that when you cut it 

would loose the clustered fruit into your hand. 

 

Our fingers, viscid, Merlot-purple-stained, 

faltered and groped like that logy Fury chorus 

at Delphi, urging itself up from dream. 

 

And when the grapes—here uva, singular, 

like chorus—come away from their life source, 

intimately sprawled in the bins, we recalled 

those temple-dazed Furies, then corpses, a tub. 

 

After the morning lecture underground 

in the glum haze of the Aula Minore’s fluorescence, 

 

after the unpindownable metaphors, 

and omens were dry-erased to make room for 

MOTHERBLOOD and AVATARS OF VENGEANCE, 

 

after Apollo’s civic-minded reason 

foundered upon Night’s daughters’ chthonic threat— 

 

we’d swarmed out into the honest light and loved 

the fun demands of La Vendemmia as the sun’s 

lavish attention ripened every color. 

 

Birdskirmish. Swoopsong nesting in our ears. 

 

Ghostash of burning olive in our lungs. 

 

The grape-heaped trailer like a silver chariot 

or beacon beaming encouragement, some slipped 

their flip-flops off and, knee- to near hip-deep, 

knew—we all knew—below the splendors trampled 

a crimson path (but in what direction?) oozed. 

 

And what, we mused—having gathered yet again 

to sample a vintage from several years back, 

while the day seeped beyond sight’s threshold and logic 

on thickening tongues got bruised, burst open, 

trickled elsewhere as we grew, or so it seemed, 

more friendly, sillier, less and less discreet . . . 

in good spirits, anyway—what not one of us 

could very well ask was that tang at the gum line? 

 

An age-old terroir, sun-summoned and refined 

by nature’s nurture to reward good taste? 

 

Or justice just as we had left it? Gone hard. 

Unmollified. Coursing our veins on its own terms. 

Vallery Bergez helps out with the Fall 2011 Vendemmia  
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